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Abstract—Secure computation enables mutually distrusting
parties to jointly evaluate a function on their private inputs
without revealing anything but the function’s output. Generic
secure computation protocols in the semi-honest model have been
studied extensively and several best practices have evolved.
In this work, we design and implement a mixed-protocol framework, called ABY, that efficiently combines secure computation
schemes based on Arithmetic sharing, Boolean sharing, and
Yao’s garbled circuits and that makes available best practice
solutions in secure two-party computation. Our framework allows
to pre-compute almost all cryptographic operations and provides
novel, highly efficient conversions between secure computation
schemes based on pre-computed oblivious transfer extensions.
ABY supports several standard operations and we perform
benchmarks on a local network and in a public intercontinental
cloud. From our benchmarks we deduce new insights on the
efficient design of secure computation protocols, most prominently
that oblivious transfer-based multiplications are much more
efficient than multiplications based on homomorphic encryption.
We use ABY to construct mixed-protocols for three example
applications – private set intersection, biometric matching, and
modular exponentiation – and show that they are more efficient
than using a single protocol.
Keywords—secure two-party computation; mixed-protocols; efficient protocol design

I.

I N T RO D U C T I O N

Secure computation has come a long way from the first
theoretical feasibility results in the eighties [34], [74]. Ever
since, several secure computation schemes have been introduced
and repeatedly optimized, yielding a large variety of different
secure computation protocols and flavors for several functions
and deployment scenarios. This variety, however, has made
the development of efficient secure computation protocols
a challenging task for non-experts, who want to choose an
efficient protocol for their specific functionality and available
resources. Furthermore, since at this point it is unclear which
protocol is advantageous in which situation, a developer would
first need to prototype each scheme for his specific requirements
before he can start implementing the chosen scheme. This
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task becomes even more tedious, time-consuming, and errorprone, since each secure computation protocol has its own
representation in which a functionality has to be described, e.g.,
Arithmetic vs. Boolean circuits.
The development of efficient secure computation protocols for a particular function and deployment scenario has
recently been addressed by IARPA in a request for information (RFI) [40]. Part of the vision that is given in this RFI
is the automated generation of secure computation protocols
that perform well for novel applications and that can be used
by a non-expert in secure computation. Several tools, e.g., [8],
[13], [24], [36], [48], [53], [68], [75], have started to bring this
vision towards reality by introducing an abstract language that
is compiled into a protocol representation, thereby relieving
a developer from having to specify the functionality in the
protocol’s (often complex) underlying representation. These
languages and compilers, however, are often tailored to one
particular secure computation protocol and translate programs
directly into the protocol’s representation. The efficiency of
protocols that are generated by these compilers is hence
bounded by the possibility to efficiently represent the function
in the particular representation, e.g., multiplication of two `-bit
numbers has a very large Boolean circuit representation of size
O(`2 ).
To overcome the dependence on an efficient function
representation and to improve efficiency, several works proposed
to mix secure computation protocols based on homomorphic
encryption with Yao’s garbled circuits protocol, e.g., [3],
[10], [14], [31], [39], [46], [59], [60], [71]. The general idea
behind such mixed-protocols is to evaluate operations that
have an efficient representation as an Arithmetic circuit (i.e.,
additions and multiplications) using homomorphic encryption
and operations that have an efficient representation as a Boolean
circuit (e.g., comparisons) using Yao’s garbled circuits. These
previous works show that using a mixed-protocol approach
can result in better performance than using only a single
protocol. Several tools have been developed for designing
mixed-protocols, e.g., [11], [12], [35], [72], which allow the
developer to specify the functionality and the assignment of
operations to secure computation protocols. The assignment can
even be done automatically as shown recently in [44]. However,
since the conversion costs between homomorphic encryption
and Yao’s garbled circuits protocol are relatively expensive and
the performance of homomorphic encryption scales very poorly
with increasing security parameter, these mixed-protocols
achieve only relatively small run-time improvements over using
a single protocol.

A. Overview and Our Contributions
A (§III-A)

In this work we present ABY(for Arithmetic, Boolean, and
Yao sharing), a novel framework for developing highly efficient
mixed-protocols that allows a flexible design process. We design
ABY using several state-of-the-art techniques in secure computation and by applying existing protocols in a novel fashion.
We optimize sub-routines and perform a detailed benchmark
of the primitive operations. From these results we derive new
insights for designing efficient secure computation protocols.
We apply these insights and demonstrate the design flexibility
of ABY by implementing three privacy-preserving applications:
modular exponentiation, private set intersection, and biometric
matching. We give an overview of our framework and describe
our contributions in more detail next. ABY is intended as a
base-line on the performance of privacy-preserving applications,
since it combines several state-of-the-art techniques and best
practices in secure computation. The source code of ABY is
freely available online at http://encrypto.de/code/ABY.
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Fig. 1: Overview of our ABY framework that allows efficient
conversions between Cleartexts and three types of sharings:
Arithmetic, Boolean, and Yao.

The ABY Framework. On a very high level, our framework works like a virtual machine that abstracts from the
underlying secure computation protocols (similar to the Java
Virtual Machine that abstracts from the underlying system
architecture). Our virtual machine operates on data types of
a given bit-length (similar to 16-bit short or 32-bit long
data types in the C programming language). Variables are
either in Cleartext (meaning that one party knows the value
of the variable, which is needed for inputs and outputs of
the computation) or secret shared among the two parties
(meaning that each party holds a share from which it cannot
deduce information about the value). Our framework currently
supports three different types of sharings (Arithmetic, Boolean,
and Yao) and allows to efficiently convert between them,
cf. Fig. 1. The sharings support different types of standard
operations that are similar to the instruction set of a CPU such
as addition, multiplication, comparison, or bitwise operations.
Operations on shares are performed using highly efficient secure
computation protocols: for operations on Arithmetic sharings
we use protocols based on Beaver’s multiplication triples [4],
for operations on Boolean sharings we use the protocol of
Goldreich-Micali-Wigderson (GMW) [34], and for operations
on Yao sharings we use Yao’s garbled circuits protocol [74].

the online phase requires several rounds of interaction (which
is bad for networks with high latency), whereas Yao’s protocol
has a constant number of rounds, but requires symmetric
cryptographic operations in the online phase.
Efficient Instantiation and Improvements. Each of the
secure computation techniques is implemented using most
recent optimizations and best practices such as batch precomputation of expensive cryptographic operations [19], [27],
[69]. For Arithmetic sharing (§III-A4) we generate multiplication triples via Paillier with packing [62], [66] or DGK with
full decryption [22], [32], for Boolean sharing (§III-B) we use
the multiplexer of [54] and OT extension [1], [41], and for Yao
sharing (§III-C) we use fixed-key AES garbling [7]. As novel
contributions and advances over state-of-the-art techniques for
efficient protocol design, we combine existing approaches in a
novel way. For Arithmetic sharing, we show how to multiply
values using symmetric key cryptography which allows faster
multiplication by one to three orders of magnitude (§III-A5).
We outline how to efficiently convert from Boolean respectively
Yao sharing to Arithmetic sharing (§IV-E and §IV-F), and show
how to combine Boolean and Yao sharing to achieve better runtime compared to a pure Boolean or Yao instantiation (§VI-B).
Finally, we outline how to modify the fixed-key AES garbling
of [7] to achieve better performance in OT extension (§V-A).

Flexible Design Process. A main goal of our framework
is to allow a flexible design of secure computation protocols.
1) We abstract from the protocol-specific function representations and instead use standard operations. This allows to mix
several protocols, even with different representations, and allows
the designer to express the functionality in form of standard
operations as known from high-level programming languages
such as C or Java. Previously, designers had to manually
compose (or automatically generate) a compact representation
for the specific protocol, e.g., a small Boolean circuit for
Yao’s protocol. As we focus on standard operations, high-level
languages can be compiled into our framework and it can be
used as backend in several existing secure computation tools,
e.g., L1 [44], [71], [72], SecreC [11], [12], or PICCO [75].

Feedback on Efficient Protocol Design. We perform
benchmarks of our framework from which we derive new
best-practices for efficient secure computation protocols. We
show that for multiplications it is more efficient to use
OT extensions for pre-computing multiplication triples than
homomorphic encryption (§V-C). With our OT-based conversion
protocols, converting between different share representations
is considerably cheaper than the methods used in previous
works, e.g., [35], [44], and scales well with increasing security
parameter. In fact, on a low latency network, the conversion
costs between different share representations are so cheap that
already for a single multiplication it pays off to convert into
a more suited representation, perform the multiplication, and
convert back into the source representation.

2) By mixing secure computation protocols, our framework
is able to tailor the resulting protocol to the resources available
in a given deployment scenario. For example, the GMW
protocol allows to pre-compute all cryptographic operations, but
2

Applications. We show that our ABY framework and
techniques can be used to implement and improve performance
of several privacy-preserving applications. More specifically, we
present mixed-protocols for modular exponentiation, where we
combine all three sharings and show the corresponding functionality description (§VI-A), for private set intersection (§VI-B)
(combining for the first time Yao with Boolean sharing), and
for biometric matching (combining Arithmetic with Boolean
and Yao sharing, respectively) whose total run-time is up to
13 times faster than using a single protocol (§VI-C).

several functionalities over LAN and WAN networks and report
run-time improvements over a pure Yao-based protocols by
31% for several example protocols that mix homomorphic
encryption with Yao’s garbled circuits.
We see the work of [44] as complementary to ours. In
particular, while [44] focuses on finding the best performing
assignment of operations to secure computation protocols, we
increase the degrees of freedom in the design space, making the
selection process slightly more complicated, but also resulting
in more efficient protocols. Our framework can be combined
with the techniques of [44] to automatically generate more
efficient mixed-protocols (cf. §VII).

B. Related Work

Other Secure Computation Languages and Compilers.
The Fairplay framework [53] was the first implementation
of Yao’s garbled circuits protocol and allows a developer to
specify the function to be computed in a high-level language
called Secure Function Definition Language (SFDL), which is
compiled into a Boolean circuit. FairplayMP [8] extended the
original Fairplay framework, SFDL, and compiler to multiple
parties. Optimization techniques and a compiler that optimizes
programs written in SFDL by automatically inferring which
parts of the computation can be performed on plaintext values,
was presented in [43]. A memory-efficient compiler that allows
to compile SFDL programs into circuits even on resourceconstrained mobile phones was presented in [55]. The VIFF
framework [24] provides a secure computation language and
uses a scheduler, which executes operations when operands are
available. The CBMC-GC compiler [36] allows to compile a
C program into a size-optimized Boolean circuit. The Portable
Circuit Format (PCF) [48] represents Boolean circuits as
a sequence of instructions and can be compiled from a C
program. The PICCO compiler [75] performs a source-to-source
compilation, supports parallelization of operations to decrease
the number of communication rounds, and generates secure
multi-party computation protocols based on linear secret sharing.
Wysteria [68] is a strongly typed high-level language for the
specification of secure multi-party computation protocols.

We separate related work into three categories: mixedprotocols, automated mixed-protocol generation, and other
secure computation languages and compilers. Further stateof-the-art for single protocols is summarized in §III.
Mixed-Protocols. Combining two secure computation protocols to utilize the advantages of each of the protocols
was used in several works. To the best of our knowledge,
the first work that combined Yao’s garbled circuits and
homomorphic encryption was [14] who used this technique
to evaluate branching programs with applications in remote
diagnostics. The framework of [46], implemented in the TASTY
compiler [35], combines additively homomorphic encryption
with Yao’s garbled circuits protocol and was used for applications such as face-recognition. The L1 language [72] is an
intermediate language for the specification of mixed-protocols
that are compiled into Java programs. Sharemind [13] uses a
high-level language called SecreC and was recently extended to
mixed-protocols in [11], [12]. Mixed-protocols have been used
for several privacy-preserving applications, such as medical
diagnostics [3], fingerprint recognition [39], iris- and fingercode authentication [10], ridge-regression [60], computation
on non-integers and Hidden Markov Models [31], and matrix
factorization [59]. A system for interpolating between somewhat
homomorphic encryption and fully homomorphic encryption
was presented in [20]. A system for switching between
somewhat homomorphic encryption and fully homomorphic
encryption was presented and implemented in [51].

Our framework allows to specify and efficiently evaluate mixed-protocols using primitive operations and can be
integrated as backend for several existing secure computation
languages and compilers.

We provide an improved framework that allows to mix
multiple protocols, shifts expensive parts of the protocol into
a setup phase, and even eliminates the need to use expensive
homomorphic encryption operations. Compared to existing
mixed-protocol frameworks, ABY provides more flexibility in
the design of protocols, more efficient multiplication, and more
efficient conversions between different protocols.

C. Outline
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In §II
we give preliminaries and notations used. We then detail the
general concept of our ABY framework by describing the
underlying types of sharings in §III and conversions among
different types of sharings in §IV, see also Fig. 1 for an overview.
In §V we detail the design choices and the implementation
of our framework and perform a benchmark of the primitive
operations. In §VI we demonstrate the applicability of our
framework to several secure computation functionalities. Finally,
in §VII we conclude and present directions for future work.

Automated Mixed-Protocol Generation. The work we
see as most relevant to ours is [44]. In this work, the authors
propose to express the function to be computed as a sequence
of primitive operations that are then assigned to different secure
computation protocols (either homomorphic encryption or
garbled circuits). To do so, the authors propose two algorithms
that aim to minimize the overall run-time of the resulting
mixed-protocol, one based on integer programming that finds
an optimal solution and another one based on a heuristic. The
run-time is estimated using a performance model, introduced
in [71], that is parameterized by factors such as execution
times of cryptographic primitives, bandwidth, and latency of
the network. The authors perform their protocol selection for

II.

P R E L I M I NA R I E S

In this section we define our setting (§II-A) and security
definitions (§II-B). We then introduce the notation used in
our paper (§II-C) and summarize oblivious transfer, the main
building block of our framework (§II-D).
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We denote a shared variable x as hxit . The superscript
t ∈ {A, B, Y } indicates the type of sharing, where A denotes
Arithmetic sharing, B denotes Boolean sharing, and Y denotes
Yao sharing. The semantics of the different sharing types and
operations are defined in §III. We refer to the individual share
of hxit that is held by party Pi as hxiti . In a similar fashion,
we define a sharing operator hxit = Shrti (x) meaning that
Pi shares its input value x with P1−i and a reconstruction
operator x = Recti (hxit ) meaning that Pi obtains the value
of x as output. When both parties obtain the value of x, we
write Rect (hxit ). We denote the conversion of a sharing of
representation hxis into another representation hxid with s, d ∈
{A, B, Y } and s 6= d as hxid = s2d(hxis ), e.g., A2B converts
an Arithmetic share into a Boolean share. Note that we require
that no party learns any additional information about x during
this conversion. When performing an operation on shares,
we write hzit = hxit hyit , for : hxit × hyit 7→ hzit and
t ∈ {A, B, Y }, e.g. hziA = hxiA + hyiA adds two Arithmetic
shares and returns an Arithmetic share.

A. Two-Party Setting
In this work we consider protocols for secure two-party
computation that can be used for a large variety of privacypreserving applications as described in the following.
Naturally, such protocols can be used for client-server
applications where both parties provide their private inputs
(e.g., for services on the Internet).
However, the protocols can also be used for multi-party
applications where an arbitrary number of input players provide
their confidential inputs and an arbitrary number of output
players receive the outputs of the secure computation (e.g., for
auctions, surveys, etc.), cf. [30]. For this, each input player
secret-shares its inputs among the two computation servers
(that are assumed to not collude). Then, the two computation
servers run the secure computation protocol on the input shares
during which they do not learn any intermediate information.
Finally, they send the output shares to the output players who
can reconstruct the outputs.

D. Oblivious Transfer

As all protocols in our ABY framework operate on shares,
this also allows reactive computations where the two computation servers keep secure state information among multiple
executions (e.g., for a secure database system).

The main building block we use in our work is oblivious
transfer (OT). We use 1-out-of-2 OT, where the sender inputs
two `-bit strings (s0 , s1 ) and the receiver inputs a bit c ∈ {0, 1}
and obliviously obtains sc as output, such that the receiver
learns no information about s1−c and the sender learns no
information about c.

B. Security Against Semi-Honest Adversaries
We use the semi-honest (passive) adversary model, where
we assume a computationally bounded adversary who tries to
learn additional information from the messages seen during the
protocol execution. In contrast to the stronger malicious (active)
adversary, the semi-honest adversary is not allowed to deviate
from the protocol. Although more restrictive than the malicious
model, the semi-honest model has many applications, e.g., to
protect against passive insider attacks by administrators or
government agencies, or where the parties can be trusted to not
actively misbehave. The semi-honest model enables the development of highly efficient secure computation protocols and is
therefore widely used to realize privacy-preserving applications.
Our work concentrates on the design and implementation of
efficient mixed-protocol secure two-party computation in the
semi-honest adversary model.

To maximize the performance of the online phase, our implementation uses OT pre-computations [5]. While OT protocols
require costly public-key cryptography, OT extension [1], [6],
[41] allows to extend a few base OTs (for which we use [56] in
our experiments) using only symmetric cryptographic primitives
and a constant number of rounds. To further increase efficiency,
special OT flavors such as correlated OT (C-OT) [1] and random
OT (R-OT) [1], [58] were introduced. In C-OT, the sender inputs
a correlation function f∆ (·) and obtains a random s0 and a
correlated s1 = f∆ (s0 ). In R-OT, the sender has no inputs and
obtains random (s0 , s1 ). The random s0 in C-OT and (s0 , s1 )
are output by a correlation robust one-way function H [41],
which can be instantiated using a hash function. Throughout
the paper we use the short notation OTn` (resp. C-OTn` , ROTn` ) to refer to n parallel (C-/R-)OTs on `-bit strings. For
OT extension, the communication for OTn` , C-OTn` , and ROTn` , which was shown to be the main performance bottleneck
in [1], is n(κ + 2`), n(κ + `), and nκ bits, respectively. The
computation for OTn` , C-OTn` , and R-OTn` is 3n evaluations of
symmetric cryptographic primitives for each party.

C. Notation
We denote the two parties among which the secure computation protocol is run as P0 and P1 .
We write x ⊕ y for bitwise XOR and x ∧ y for bitwise
AND. We use the list operator x[i] to refer to the i-th element
of a list x. In particular, if x is a sequence of bits, x[i] is the
i-th bit of x and x[0] is the least-significant bit of x.

III.

SHARING TYPES

In this section we detail the sharing types that our ABY
framework uses: Arithmetic sharing (§III-A), Boolean sharing (§III-B), and Yao sharing (§III-C). For each sharing type
we describe the semantics of the sharing, standard operations,
and the state of the art in the respective sub-sections.

κ denotes the symmetric security parameter and ϕ denotes
the public-key security parameter, with κ ∈ {80, 112, 128}
and ϕ ∈ {1 024, 2 048, 3 072} for legacy (until 2010), medium
(2011-2030), and long-term (after 2030) security in accordance
with the recommendations of NIST [61]. We set the statistical
security parameter σ to 40. We denote public-key encryption
with the public key of party Pi as c = Enci (m) and the
corresponding decryption operation as m = Deci (c) with
m = Deci (Enci (m)).

A. Arithmetic Sharing
For the Arithmetic sharing an `-bit value x is shared
additively in the ring Z2` (integers modulo 2` ) as the sum of two
values. The protocols described in the following are based on
4

use perfect blinding with parameter r. For proofs of security
and correctness we refer to [67] and [66].

[2], [44], [67]. First we define the sharing semantics (§III-A1)
and operations (§III-A2) and give an overview over related work
on secure computation based on Arithmetic sharing (§III-A3).
Then we detail how to generate Arithmetic multiplication triples
using homomorphic encryption (§III-A4) or OT (§III-A5); we
experimentally compare the performance of both approaches
later in §V-C. In the following, we assume all Arithmetic
operations to be performed in the ring Z2` , i.e., all operations
are (mod 2` ).

Complexity. To generate an `-bit multiplication triple, P0
and P1 exchange 3 ciphertexts, each of length 2ϕ bits for Paillier (resp. ϕ bits for DGK), resulting in a total communication
of 6ϕ bits (resp. 3ϕ bits). For Paillier encryption we also use
the packing optimization described in [67] that packs together
multiple messages from P1 to P0 into a single ciphertext, which
reduces the number of decryptions and reduces communication
per multiplication triple to 4ϕ + 2ϕ/bϕ/(2` + 1 + σ)c bits.

1) Sharing Semantics: Arithmetic sharing is based on
additively sharing private values between the parties as follows.

Protocol 1 Generating Arithmetic MTs via HE

Shared Values. For an `-bit Arithmetic sharing hxiA of x
A
`
A
A
we have hxiA
0 + hxi1 ≡ x (mod 2 ) with hxi0 , hxi1 ∈ Z2` .
Sharing. ShrA
i (x): Pi chooses r ∈R Z2` ,
and sends r to P1−i , who sets hxiA
1−i = r.

sets

hxiA
i

A
P0 : haiA
0 , hbi0 ∈R Z2`

= x−r,

A
P1 : haiA
1 , hbi1 ∈R Z2`
r ∈R Z22`+1+σ for Paillier (resp. r ∈R Z22`+1 for DGK)

A
Reconstruction. RecA
i (x): P1−i sends its share hxi1−i to
A
A
Pi who computes x = hxi0 + hxi1 .

A
A
hciA
(mod 2` )
1 = hai1 · hbi1 − r




P0 → P1 : Enc0 haiA
, Enc0 hbiA
0
0

hbiA

haiA
1
1
P1 → P0 : d = Enc0 haiA
· Enc0 hbiA
· Enc0 (r)
0
0

2) Operations: Every Arithmetic circuit is a sequence of
addition and multiplication gates, evaluated as follows:
Addition. hziA = hxiA +hyiA : Pi locally computes hziA
i =
+ hyiA
i .

A
A
P0 : hciA
0 = hai0 · hbi0 + Dec0 (d)

hxiA
i

Multiplication. hziA = hxiA · hyiA : multiplication is
performed using a pre-computed Arithmetic multiplication
triple [4] of the form hciA = haiA · hbiA : Pi sets heiA
i =
A
A
A
A
hxiA
−
hai
and
hf
i
=
hyi
−
hbi
,
both
parties
perform
i
i
i
i
i
A
RecA (e) and RecA (f ), and Pi sets hziA
i = i · e · f + f · haii +
A
A
e · hbii + hcii . We give protocols to pre-compute Arithmetic
multiplication triples in §III-A4 and §III-A5.

(mod 2` )

5) Generating Arithmetic Multiplication Triples via Oblivious Transfer: Instead of using homomorphic encryption,
Arithmetic multiplication triples can be generated based on OT
extension. The protocol was proposed in [33, Sect. 4.1] and
used in [15]. It allows to efficiently compute the product of two
secret-shared values using OT. In the following we describe a
slight variant of the protocol that uses more efficient correlated
OT extension. Overall, an `-bit multiplication triple can be
generated using 2` correlated OTs on `-bit strings, i.e., C-OT2`
`
(or even on shorter strings, as described below).

3) State-of-the-Art: The protocols we employ in Arithmetic
sharing use additive sharing in the ring Z2` . They were described in [2], [44], [67], and provide security in the semi-honest
setting. The BGW protocol [9] was the first protocol for secure
multi-party computation of Arithmetic circuits that is secure
against semi-honest parties for up to t < n/2 corrupt parties and
secure against malicious adversaries for up to t < n/3 corrupt
parties. The Virtual Ideal Function Framework (VIFF) [24] is a
generic software framework for secure computation schemes in
asynchronous networks and implemented secure computation
using pre-computed Arithmetic multiplication triples. The
SPDZ protocol [27], [28] allows secure computation in the
presence of t = n − 1 corrupted parties in the malicious model;
a run-time environment for the SPDZ protocol was presented
in [42]. Arithmetic circuits for computing various primitives
have been proposed in [17], [18].

To generate an Arithmetic multiplication triple haiA ·hbiA =
A
hciA , observe that we can write haiA · hbiA = (haiA
0 + hai1 ) ·
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
(hbi0 + hbi1 ) = hai0 hbi0 + hai0 hbi1 + hai1 hbi0 + hai1 hbiA
1.
A
Let P0 randomly generate haiA
0 , hbi0 ∈R Z2` and P1 randomly
A
A
A
A
A
generate haiA
1 , hbi1 ∈R Z2` . The terms hai0 hbi0 and hai1 hbi1
can be computed locally by P0 and P1 , respectively. The mixedA
A
A
terms haiA
0 hbi1 and hai1 hbi0 are computed as described next.
A
A
A
We detail only the computation of haiA
0 hbi1 , since hai1 hbi0
can be computed symmetrically by reversing the parties’ roles.
A
Note that, since haiA
0 hbi1 leaks information if known in
A A
plain by a party, we compute the sharing huiA = hhaiA
0 hbi1 i
A
securely, such that P0 holds huiA
and
P
holds
hui
.
We
have
1
0
1
P0 and P1 engage in a C-OT`` , where P0 is the sender and P1
is the receiver. In the i-th C-OT, P1 inputs hbiA
1 [i] as choice bit
i
and P0 inputs the correlation function f∆i (x) = (haiA
0 · 2 − x)
mod 2` . As output from the i-th C-OT, P0 obtains (si,0 , si,1 )
i
with si,0 ∈R Z2` and si,1 = f∆i (si,0 ) = (haiA
0 · 2 − si,0 )
`
A
A
mod 2 and P1 obtains si,hbiA
= (hbi1 [i] · hai0 · 2i − si,0 )
1 [i]
P
`
`
mod 2` . P0 sets huiA
0 = (
i=1 si,0 ) mod 2 and P1 sets
P`
A
`
hui1 = ( i=1 si,hbiA
) mod 2 .
1 [i]

4) Generating Arithmetic Multiplication Triples via Additively Homomorphic Encryption: Typically, Arithmetic multiplication triples of the form haiA · hbiA = hciA are generated
in the setup phase using an additively homomorphic encryption
scheme as shown in Protocol 1. This protocol for generating
multiplication triples was mentioned as “well known folklore”
in [2, Appendix A]. For homomorphic encryption we use
either the cryptosystem of Paillier [25], [26], [62], or the
one of Damgård-Geisler-Krøigaard (DGK) [22], [23] with
full decryption using the Pohlig-Hellman algorithm [65] as
described in [10], [32], [52]. In Paillier encryption, the plaintext
space is ZN and we use statistical blinding with parameter r;
in DGK encryption we set the plaintext space to be Z22`+1 and

A A
Analogously, P0 and P1 compute hviA = hhaiA
1 hbi0 i .
A
A
A
A
A
Finally, Pi sets hcii = haii hbii + huii + hvii .

Correctness and security of the protocol directly follow
from the protocol and proof in [33, Sect. 4.1].
5

Complexity. To generate an `-bit multiplication triple, P0
and P1 run C-OT2`
` , where each party evaluates 6` symmetric
cryptographic operations and sends 2`(κ + `) bits. The communication can be further decreased by sending only the `−i least
significant bits in the i-th C-OT, since the i most significant
bits are cut off by the modulo operation anyway. This reduces
the communication to C-OT2` + C-OT2`−1 ... + C-OT21 , which
averages to C-OT2`
(`+1)/2 . Note that we also need a constant
number of public-key operations for the base OTs. Although
our framework uses OT in both Boolean and Yao sharings, we
only compute the base OTs for the whole framework once.

the GMW protocol achieves good performance in low-latency
networks. TinyOT [50], [58] extended the GMW protocol to
the covert and malicious model.
C. Yao Sharing
In Yao’s garbled circuits protocol [74] for secure two-party
computation, one party, called garbler, encrypts a Boolean
function to a garbled circuit, which is evaluated by the other
party, called evaluator. More detailed, the garbler represents
the function to be computed as Boolean circuit and assigns to
each wire w two wire keys (k0w , k1w ) with k0w , k1w ∈ {0, 1}κ .
The garbler then encrypts the output wire keys of each gate
on all possible combinations of the two input wire keys using
an encryption function Gb (cf. AND in §III-C2 for details).
He then sends the garbled circuit (consisting of all garbled
gates), together with the corresponding input keys of the
circuit to the evaluator (cf. Sharing in §III-C1). The evaluator
iteratively decrypts each garbled gate using the gate’s input
wire keys to obtain the output wire key (cf. AND in §III-C2)
and finally reconstructs the cleartext output of the circuit (cf.
Reconstruction in §III-C1).

B. Boolean Sharing
The Boolean sharing uses an XOR-based secret sharing
scheme to share a variable. We evaluate functions represented
as Boolean circuits using the protocol by Goldreich-MicaliWigderson (GMW) [34]. In the following, we first define
the sharing semantics (§III-B1), describe how operations
are performed (§III-B2), and give an overview over related
work (§III-B3).
1) Sharing Semantics: Boolean sharing uses an XOR-based
secret sharing scheme. To simplify presentation, we assume
single bit values; for `-bit values each operation is performed
` times in parallel.

In the following we assume that P0 acts as garbler and P1
acts as evaluator and detail the Yao sharing assuming a garbling
scheme that uses the free-XOR [47] and point-and-permute [53]
optimizations. Using these techniques, the garbler randomly
chooses a global κ-bit string R with R[0] = 1. For each wire
w, the wire keys are k0w ∈R {0, 1}κ and k1w = k0w ⊕ R. The
least significant bit k0w [0] resp. k1w [0] = 1 − k0w [0] is called
permutation bit. We point out that the Yao sharing can also be
instantiated with other garbling schemes.

Shared Values. A Boolean share hxiB of a bit x is shared
B
between the two parties, such that hxiB
0 ⊕ hxi1 = x with
B
B
hxi0 , hxi1 ∈ Z2 .
Sharing. ShrB
i (x): Pi chooses r ∈R {0, 1}, computes
= x ⊕ r, and sends r to P1−i who sets hxiB
1−i = r.

hxiB
i

B
Reconstruction. RecB
i (x): P1−i sends its share hxi1−i to
B
B
Pi who computes x = hxi0 ⊕ hxi1 .

2) Operations: Every efficiently computable function can
be expressed as a Boolean circuit consisting of XOR and AND
gates, for which we detail the evaluation in the following.

1) Sharing Semantics: Intuitively, P0 holds for each wire w
the two keys k0w and k1w and P1 holds one of these keys without
knowing to which of the two cleartext values it corresponds.
To simplify presentation, we assume single bit values; for `-bit
values each operation is performed ` times in parallel.

XOR. hziB = hxiB ⊕ hyiB : Pi locally computes hziB
i =
B
hxiB
i ⊕ hyii .

Shared Values. A garbled circuits share hxiY of a value
x is shared as hxiY0 = k0 and hxiY1 = kx = k0 ⊕ xR.

AND. hziB = hxiB ∧ hyiB : AND is evaluated using a precomputed Boolean multiplication triple hciB = haiB ∧ hbiB
B
B
B
as follows: Pi computes heiB
i = haii ⊕ hxii and hf ii =
B
B
B
B
hbii ⊕ hyii , both parties perform Rec (e) and Rec (f ), and
B
B
B
Pi sets hziB
i = i · e · f ⊕ f · haii ⊕ e · hbii ⊕ hcii . As described
in [1], a Boolean multiplication triple can be pre-computed
efficiently using R-OT21 .

Sharing. ShrY0 (x): P0 samples hxiY0 = k0 ∈R {0, 1}κ and
sends kx = k0 ⊕xR to P1 . ShrY1 (x): both run C-OT1κ where P0
acts as sender, inputs the correlation function fR (x) = (x ⊕ R)
and obtains (k0 , k1 = k0 ⊕ R) with k0 ∈R {0, 1}κ and P1 acts
as receiver with choice bit x and obliviously obtains hxiY1 = kx .
Reconstruction. RecYi (x): P1−i sends its permutation bit
π = hxiY1−i [0] to Pi who computes x = π ⊕ hxiYi [0].

MUX. For multiplexer operations we use a protocol proposed in [54] that requires only R-OT2` , whereas evaluating a
MUX circuit with ` AND gates requires R-OT2`
1 (cf. vector
multiplication triples in [64]).

2) Operations: Using Yao sharing, a Boolean circuit consisting of XOR and AND gates is evaluated as follows:
XOR. hziY = hxiY ⊕hyiY is evaluated using the free-XOR
technique [47]: Pi locally computes hziYi = hxiYi ⊕ hyiYi .

Others. For standard functionalities we use the depthoptimized circuit constructions summarized in [69].

AND. hziY = hxiY ∧ hyiY is evaluated as follows: P0
creates a garbled table using GbhziY0 hxiY0 , hyiY0 , where Gb
is a garbling function as defined in [7]. P0 sends the garbled
table to P1 , who decrypts it using the keys hxiY1 and hyiY1 .

3) State-of-the-Art: The first implementation of the GMW
protocol for multiple parties and with security in the semihonest model was given in [19]. Optimizations of this framework for the two-party setting were proposed in [69] and further
improvements to efficiently pre-compute multiplication triples
using R-OT extension were given in [1]. These works show that

Others. For standard functionalities we use the sizeoptimized circuit constructions summarized in [45].
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3) State-of-the-Art: Beyond the optimizations mentioned
above, several further improvements for Yao’s garbled circuits
protocol exist: garbled-row reduction [57], [63] and pipelining [38], where garbled tables are sent in the online phase. A
popular implementation of Yao’s garbled circuits protocol in the
semi-honest model was presented in [38]. A formal definition
for garbling schemes, as well as an efficient instantiation of Gb
using fixed-key AES was given in [7]. In our implementation
we use these state-of-the-art optimizations of Yao’s garbled
circuits protocol except pipelining (we want to minimize the
complexity of the online phase and hence generate and transfer
garbled circuits in the setup phase). To achieve security against
covert and malicious adversaries, some implementations use
the cut-and-choose technique, e.g., [16], [49], [73].

IV.

C. Arithmetic to Yao Sharing (A2Y)
Converting an Arithmetic share hxiA to a Yao share hxiY
was outlined in [35], [44], [46] and can be done by securely
evaluating an addition circuit. More precisely, the parties secret
A
share their Arithmetic shares x0 = hxiA
0 and x1 = hxi1 as
hx0 iY = ShrY0 (x0 ) and hx1 iY = ShrY1 (x1 ) and compute
hxiY = hx0 iY + hx1 iY .
D. Arithmetic to Boolean Sharing (A2B)
Converting an Arithmetic share hxiA to a Boolean
share hxiB can either be done using a Boolean addition circuit
(similar to the A2Y conversion described in §IV-C) or by using
an Arithmetic bit-extraction circuit [17], [18], [21], [70]. As
summarized in [69], a Boolean addition circuit can either be instantiated as size-optimized variant with O(`) size and depth, or
as depth-optimized variant with O(` log2 `) size and O(log2 `)
depth. In our framework, where the Y2B conversion is for free,
we simply compute hxiB = A2B(hxiA ) = Y 2B(A2Y (hxiA )),
as our evaluation in §V-D shows that addition in Yao sharing
is more efficient than in Boolean sharing.

SHARING CONVERSIONS

In this section we detail methods to convert between
different sharings. We start by explaining already existing
or straight-forward conversions: Y 2B (§IV-A), B2Y (§IV-B),
A2Y (§IV-C), and A2B (§IV-D). We then detail our improved
constructions for B2A (§IV-E) and Y 2A (§IV-F). We summarize the complexities of the sharing, reconstruction, and
conversion operations in Tab. I.

Y2B
A/B
Shr∗ , Rec∗∗
ShrY0
B2A, Y2A
B2Y, ShrY1
A2Y, A2B

Comp. [# sym]

Comm. [bits]

# Msg

0
0
`
6`
6`
12`

0
`
`κ
`κ + (`2 + `)/2
2`κ
6`κ

0
1
1
2
2
2

E. Boolean to Arithmetic Sharing (B2A)
A simple solution to convert an `-bit Boolean share hxiB
into an Arithmetic share hxiA is to evaluate a Boolean
subtraction circuit where P0 inputs hxiB
0 and a random
B
r ∈R {0, 1}` and sets hxiA
0 = r and P1 inputs hxi1 and
obtains hxiA
=
x
−
r.
However,
evaluating
such
a
Boolean
1
subtraction circuit would either have O(`) size and depth or
O(` log2 `) size and O(log2 `) depth (cf. [69]).
To improve the performance of the conversion, a technique
similar to the Arithmetic multiplication triple generation
described in §III-A5 can be used. The general idea is to perform
an OT for each bit where we obliviously transfer two values
that are additively correlated by a power of two. The receiver
can obtain one of these values and, by summing them up, the
parties obtain a valid Arithmetic share.

TABLE I: Total computation (# symmetric cryptographic
operations), communication, and number of messages in online
phase for sharing, reconstruction, and conversion operations
on `-bit values. κ is the symmetric security parameter.

More detailed, P0 acts as sender and P1 acts as receiver in
the OT protocol. In the i-th OT, P0 randomly chooses
 rii ∈R
{0, 1}` and inputs (si,0 , si,1 ) with si,0 = 1 − hxiB
0 [i] ·2 −ri
i
B
and si,1 = hxiB
0 [i] · 2 − ri , whereas P1 inputs hxi1 [i] as
B
B
choice bit and receives shxiB
= hxi0 [i] ⊕ hxi1 [i] · 2i −
1 [i]
P`
ri as output. Finally, P0 computes hxiA
= i=1 ri and P
0
1
P`
P`
B
B
computes hxiA
=
hxi
[i]
⊕
hxi
[i]
·
[i]
1 =
0
1
i=1 shxiB
i=1
1
P`
P`
P`
i
i
A
2 − i=1 ri = i=1 x[i] · 2 − i=1 ri = x − hxi0 . Security
and correctness are similar to the protocol of §III-A5.

A. Yao to Boolean Sharing (Y2B)
Converting a Yao share hxiY to a Boolean share hxiB
is the easiest conversion and comes essentially for free. The
key insight is that the permutation bits of hxiY0 and hxiY1
already form a valid Boolean sharing of x. Thus, Pi locally
Y
Y
sets hxiB
i = Y 2B(hxii ) = hxii [0].

Complexity. Observe that, since we transfer one random
element and the other as correlation and only require the ` − i
least significant bits in the i-th OT, we can use C-OT and
the same trick outlined in §III-A5, resulting in (on average)
C-OT`(`+1)/2 and a constant number of rounds. In comparison,
when evaluating a subtraction circuit using Boolean sharing,
the parties would need to evaluate O(` log2 `) R-OTs for a
circuit with depth O(log2 `) or 2` R-OTs for a circuit with
depth `. Our conversion method is also cheaper than converting
to Yao shares (which already requires 2` OTs) and doing the
subtraction within a garbled circuit.

B. Boolean to Yao Sharing (B2Y)
Converting a Boolean share hxiB to a Yao share hxiY is
very similar to the ShrY1 operation (cf. §III-C1): In the following
we assume that x is a single bit; for `-bit values, each operation
B
is done ` times in parallel. Let x0 = hxiB
0 and x1 = hxi1 . P0
Y
κ
1
samples hxi0 = k0 ∈R {0, 1} . Both parties run OTκ where
P0 acts as sender with inputs (k0 ⊕ x0 · R; k0 ⊕ (1 − x0 ) · R),
whereas P1 acts as receiver with choice bit x1 and obliviously
obtains hxiY1 = k0 ⊕ (x0 ⊕ x1 ) · R = kx .
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constructions described in [45], [54], [69]. We benchmark
the Boolean sharing on depth-optimized circuits and the Yao
sharing on size-optimized circuits. For arithmetic sharing,
we only implement addition and multiplication. Protocols
for bitwise operations on arithmetic sharings can be realized
using bit-decomposition. More efficient protocols for EQ and
CMP on Arithmetic shares were proposed in [17], but they
either require O(`) multiplications of ciphertexts in an orderq subgroup (i.e., q is a prime of 2κ-bit-length) and constant
rounds or O(`) multiplications of cipher-texts with elements in
a small field (e.g., Z28 ) and O(log2 `) rounds. In contrast, the
EQ and CMP we use need only O(`) symmetric cryptographic
operations and constant rounds: we transform the Arithmetic
share into a Yao share and perform the operations with Yao.

F. Yao to Arithmetic Sharing (Y2A)
Y

A conversion from a Yao share hxi to an Arithmetic
share hxiA was described in [35], [44], [46]: P0 randomly
chooses r ∈R Z2` , performs ShrY0 (r), and both parties evaluate
a Boolean subtraction circuit with hdiY = hxiY −hriY to obtain

Y
A
Y
their Arithmetic shares as hxiA
.
0 = r and hxi1 = Rec1 hdi
However, since we get Y 2B for free and B2A is cheaper
in terms of computation and communication, we propose
to

compute hxiA = Y 2A hxiY = B2A Y 2B hxiY .
V.

I M P L E M E N TAT I O N & B E N C H M A R K S

In the following section, we detail the implementation of
our ABY framework and our design choices (§V-A). We then
outline the local and cloud deployment scenarios, on which
we run our benchmarks (§V-B). We perform a theoretical and
empirical comparison of the multiplication triple generation
using Paillier, DGK, and OT (§V-C). Finally, we benchmark
the sharing transformations and primitive operations (§V-D).
We give one-time initialization costs in Appendix §A.

B. Deployment Scenarios
For the performance evaluation of our framework, we use
two deployment scenarios: a local setting (with a low-latency,
high-bandwidth network) and an intercontinental cloud setting
(with a high-latency network). These two scenarios cover two
extremes in the design space w.r.t. latency that affects the
performance of Boolean and Arithmetic sharings.

A. Design and Implementation

Local setting. In the local setting, we run the benchmarks
on two Desktop PCs, each equipped with an Intel Haswell
i7-4770K CPU with 3.5 GHz and 16 GB RAM, that are
connected via Gigabit-LAN. The average run-time variance in
the local setting was 15%. For algorithms which use a pipelined
computation process (e.g., the multiplication triple generation
algorithms), we send packets of size 50 kB.

The main design-goal of our ABY framework is to achieve
an efficient online phase, which is why we batch pre-compute
all cryptographic operations in parallel in the setup phase
(the only remaining cryptographic operations in the online
phase is symmetric crypto for evaluating garbled circuits). If
pre-computation is not possible, the setup and online phase
could be interleaved to decrease the total computation time.
Our framework has a modular design that can easily be
extended to additional secure computation schemes, computing
architectures, and new operations, while also allowing specialpurpose optimizations on all levels of the implementation. Our
framework allows to focus on applications by abstracting from
internal representations of sharings and protocol details.

Cloud setting. In the cloud setting, we run the benchmarks
on two Amazon EC2 c3.large instances with a 64-bit Intel
Xeon dualcore CPU with 2.8 GHz and 3.75 GB RAM. One
virtual machine is located at the US east coast and the other
one in Japan. The average bandwidth in this scenario was
70 MBit/s, while the latency was 170 ms. In our measurements
we rarely encountered outliers with more than twice of the
average run-time, probably caused by the network, which we
omit from the results. The resulting average run-time variance
in the cloud setting was 25%. For algorithms which use a
pipelined computation process, we operate on larger blocks
compared to the local setting and send packets of size 32 MB
to achieve a lower number of communication rounds.

We build on the C++ GMW and Yao’s garbled circuits
implementation of [19] with the optimized two-party GMW
routines of [69], the fixed-key AES garbling routine of [7], and
the OT extension implementation of [1]. However, instead of instantiating the correlation robust one-way function H (cf. §II-D)
using a hash function, we use fixed-key AES. In particular, we
compute: H(x, t) = AESK (x ⊕ t) ⊕ x ⊕ t, where K is a fixed
AES key, and t is a (unique) monotonically increasing counter
(similar to [7]). The generation of Arithmetic multiplication
triples using Paillier and DGK is written in C using the
GNU Multiple Precision Arithmetic Library (GMP) and was
inspired by libpaillier.1 We include several algorithmic
optimizations for Paillier’s cryptosystem as proposed in [26] and
use packing [62], [66] to combine several multiplication triples
into one Paillier ciphertext. Our implementation optimizations
for both Paillier and DGK include encryption using fixedbase exponentiation and the Chinese remainder theorem (CRT),
as well as decryption using CRT. In the multiplication triple
protocol we use double-base exponentiations.

We run all benchmarks using two threads in the setup
phase (except for Yao’s garbled circuits, which we run with
one thread as its possibility to parallelize depends on the circuit
structure) and one thread in the online phase. All machines use
the AES new-instruction set (AES-NI) for maximum efficiency
of symmetric cryptographic operations. All experiments are the
average of 10 executions unless stated otherwise.
C. Efficient Multiplication Triple Generation
We benchmark the generation of Arithmetic multiplication
triples (used for multiplication in Arithmetic sharing, cf. §III-A)
for legacy-, medium-, and long-term security parameters (cf.
§II-C) and for typical data type sizes used in programming
languages (` ∈ {8, 16, 32, 64} bits) using two threads. We measure the generation of 100 000 multiplication triples excluding
the time for the base-OTs and generation of public and private
keys, which we depict separately in Appendix §A, since they

For Boolean and Yao sharings, we implement addition
(ADD), multiplication (MUL), comparison (CMP), equality
test (EQ), and multiplexers (MUX) using optimized circuit
1 http://acsc.cs.utexas.edu/libpaillier/
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Communication [Bytes]

Time [µs]
Local

Bit-length `

8

16

Cloud

32

64

8

16

32

64

8

16

32

64

Paillier-based (§III-A4)
legacy
528
531
medium
1 039 1 043
long
1 551 1 555

541
1 051
1 563

555
1 067
1 579

245
1 430
4 309

246
1 475
4 374

278
1 572
4 565

328
1 748
4 957

842
4 485
12 990

867
4 654
13 080

990
5 198
13 805

1 139
5 669
14 614

DGK-based (§III-A4)
legacy
384
medium
768
long
1 152

384
768
1 152

384
768
1 152

94
259
534

104
313
629

151
465
929

322
1 020
2 005

449
971
1 894

464
1 128
2 118

572
1 651
3 049

1 134
3 107
6 319

Oblivious Transfer Extension-based (§III-A5)
legacy
169
354
772 1 800
medium
233
482 1 028 2 312
long
265
546 1 156 2 568

3
3
3

4
6
6

8
10
11

20
24
27

39
44
46

62
77
82

86
107
110

170
219
224

384
768
1 152

TABLE II: Overall amortized complexities for generating one `-bit multiplication triple using Homomorphic Encryption (§III-A4)
or Oblivious Transfer Extension (§III-A5) with two threads. Smallest values marked in bold.

§II-C). For the online phase, we build two versions of the
circuit. In the first version (Seq), we run the 1 000 operations
sequentially to measure the latency of operations; in the second
version (Par) we run 1 000 operations in parallel to measure
the throughput of operations. The benchmark results are given
in Fig. 2 for the setup phase and in Fig. 3 for the online phase.

only need to be computed once and amortize fairly quickly.
The communication costs and average run-times for generating
one multiplication triple are depicted in Tab. II.
The OT-based protocol (§III-A5) is always faster than the
Paillier-based and the DGK-based protocols (§III-A4): in the
local setting by a factor of 15 to 1 400 for Paillier and by a
factor of 15 to 180 for DGK and in the cloud setting by a factor
of 6 to 280 for Paillier and by a factor of 6 to 40 for DGK.
DGK is more efficient than Paillier for all parameters due to
the shorter exponents for encryption and smaller ciphertext size.
The run-time of DGK depends heavily on the bit-length ` of
the multiplication triples, such that for very large values of `
Paillier might be preferable. In terms of communication, the
DGK-based protocol is better than the OT-based protocol for
longer bit-lengths (` = 32 and ` = 64), at most by factor 4,
while for short bit-lengths it is the opposite.

The first and most crucial observation we make from
the results in the local setting is that the conversion costs
between the sharings are so small that they even allow a full
round of conversion for a single operation. For instance, for
multiplication, where the best representation is Arithmetic
sharing, converting from Yao shares to Arithmetic shares,
multiplying, and converting back to Yao shares is more efficient
than performing multiplication in Yao sharing (76 µs vs.
1 003 µs setup time and 183 µs vs. 970 µs sequential online
time). The most prominent operations for which a conversion
can pay off are multiplication (MUL), comparison (CMP), and
multiplexer (MUX), for which we depict for each sharing the
size (a measure for the number of crypto operations needed
in the setup phase and also for Yao in the online phase) and
number of communication rounds in Tab. III. The lowest size
in Tab. III (marked in bold) matches with the lowest setup and
parallel online time in the local setting. Comparison is best
done in Yao sharing, because the Boolean sharing requires a
logarithmic number of rounds. Multiplexer operations can be
evaluated very efficiently with Boolean sharing, especially when
multiple multiplexer operations are performed in parallel, since
their size and number of rounds are constant. Note that the setup
time for multiplication is higher compared to the evaluation of
multiplication protocols in §V-C since we amortize over less
multiplication triples.

Overall, our experiments demonstrate that using OT to precompute multiplication triples is substantially faster than using
homomorphic encryption and scales much better to higher security levels. Moreover, for homomorphic encryption our method
of batching together all homomorphic encryption operations in
the setup phase allows to make full use of optimizations such as
packing. In contrast, when using homomorphic encryption for
additions/multiplications during the online phase of the protocol,
as it was used in previous works (cf. §I), such optimizations
can only be done when the same homomorphic operations are
computed in parallel, which depends on the application. This
gives strong evidence that using OT and multiplication triples
is much more efficient than using homomorphic encryption.
D. Benchmarking of Primitive Operations

Latency (Seq): The best performing sharing for sequential
functionalities depends on the latency of the deployment
scenario. While in the local setting a conversion from Yao
sharing to Arithmetic sharing for performing multiplication
is more efficient than performing the multiplication in Yao
sharing, multiplication in Yao sharing becomes more efficient

We benchmark the costs for evaluating 1 000 primitive
operations of each sharing and all transformations in our
framework by measuring the run-time in the local and cloud
scenario and depict the asymptotic communication for ` = 32bit operands. Here we use long-term security parameters (cf.
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Sharing

MUL
size rounds

CMP
size rounds

MUX
size rounds

Arithmetic
Boolean
Yao

`
2`2
2`2

—
3`
`

—
1
`

1
`
0

—
log2 `
0

exponent exp, a modulus mod, and the bit-length of the
inputs len. We designed the mixed-protocol in Listing 1 such
that multiplication (MUL) is performed in Arithmetic sharing,
the reduction (rem) is performed in Yao sharing, and the
conditional multiply (MUX) is performed in Boolean sharing.
Hence, we share the base in Arithmetic sharing, the exponent
in Boolean sharing, and the modulus in Yao sharing. Note
that during the modular multiplication we have to convert the
product from Arithmetic sharing to Yao sharing (A2Y) and back
again (Y2A) once the reduction has been performed. We added
the subtraction primitive SUB to ABY. To change the protocol
instantiation to Y-only, one would only need to replace all
ashr and bshr types by yshr, all as and bs invocations
to ys, and leave out the A2Y and Y2A conversions.

—
1
0

TABLE III: Asymptotic complexities of selected operations in
each sharing on `-bit values; smallest numbers in bold. Currently not implemented operations marked with — (cf. §V-A).

in the cloud setting. This can be explained by the impact of
the high latency on the communication rounds, which have to
be performed in Arithmetic and Boolean sharing. In contrast,
Yao sharing has a constant number of interaction rounds and
is hence better suited for higher latency networks.

ArithmeticSharing as;
BooleanSharing
bs;
YaoSharing
ys;

Throughput (Par): The parallel instantiation of operations in
a circuit greatly improves the online run-time in the Arithmetic
and Boolean sharing, mainly because the number of rounds is
the same as doing a single operation. While the Yao sharing also
benefits from the parallel circuit instantiations, these benefits are
mainly due to the fact that only one small circuit is constructed
and evaluated multiple times in parallel. Hence, if the same
circuit is evaluated several times in parallel, Arithmetic and
Boolean sharing benefit more than Yao sharing.
VI.

//modular exponentiation, returns (baseˆexp)%mod
ashr mod_exp(ashr base, bshr exp, yshr mod, uint32_t len) {
ashr res, cnd_mul;
int i;
//res = 1
res = as->put_constant<uint64_t>(1);
for (i=len-1; i >= 0; i--) {
//res = resˆ2
res = mul_mod(res, res, mod);
//if (exp[i] == 1) res = res * base;
cnd_mul = mul_mod(res, base, mod);
res = bs->MUX(res, cnd_mul, exp[i]);

A P P L I C AT I O N S

}

We demonstrate that our ABY framework can be used for
several privacy-preserving applications by implementing three
example applications. We first use modular exponentiation as an
example for describing how secure computation functionalities
can be implemented in ABY (§VI-A). We then demonstrate
that we achieve performance improvements by mixing Yao and
Boolean sharing for private set intersection (§VI-B). To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first application that uses a
combination of Yao’s garbled circuits and the GMW protocol.
Finally, we investigate the performance benefits of computing
the minimum squared Euclidean distance (§VI-C), which is
frequently used in applications such as biometric matching.
There we combine Arithmetic sharing with Boolean and Yao
sharing, respectively. For all applications we use long-term
security parameters (cf. §II-C).

return res;
}
//modular multiplication, returns (mul1*mul2)%mod
ashr mul_mod(ashr mul1, ashr mul2, yshr mod) {
ashr aprod;
yshr yprod;
aprod = as->MUL(mul1, mul2);
//convert product from Arithmetic to Yao sharing
yprod = A2Y(aprod);
yprod = rem(yprod, mod);
//convert the remainder from Yao to Arithmetic sharing
return Y2A(yprod);
}
//remainder (implements long division), returns val%mod
yshr rem(yshr val, yshr mod) {
yshr rem, ge, dif;
int i;
//rem = 0
rem = ys->put_constant<uint64_t>(0);
for(i = val.size()-1; i >= 0; i--) {
//rem = rem << 1
rem = ys->lshift(rem, 1);
rem[0] = val[i];

A. Modular Exponentiation
In this section, we give an example for the functionality
description in our ABY framework by implementing modular
exponentiation using the square-and-multiply algorithm. We
instantiate the functionality as a mixed (A+B+Y) and a pure
Yao (Y-only) protocol, and benchmark both. The functionality
description for the mixed-protocol is depicted in Listing 1 and
the results are given in Tab. IV.

//if (rem >= mod) rem - mod
ge = ys->GE(rem, mod);
dif = ys->SUB(rem, mod);
rem = ys->MUX(rem, dif, ge);
}

In our protocol description, we need to explicitly instantiate
an object for each sharing that is used: Arithmetic sharing as,
Boolean sharing bs, and Yao sharing ys. These objects provide
an interface to the atomic operations in each sharing and
abstract from the underlying representation. The corresponding
share types are denoted ashr, bshr, and yshr. The modular
exponentiation functionality takes as input a base base, an

return rem;
}

Listing 1: Functionality description for privacy-preserving
modular exponentiation in ABY on len-bit inputs.
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Fig. 2: Setup time (in µs) and communication (in Bytes) for a single atomic operation on ` = 32-bit values in a local and cloud
scenario, averaged over 1 000 operations using long-term security parameters.

circuit has O(`n log2 n) AND gates. A comparison between
existing PSI protocols that are based on various techniques
was given in [64]. Amongst others, they perform PSI using
pure Yao’s garbled circuits and pure GMW and compare their
performance in different settings.

From the benchmark results in Tab. IV we can observe that
the A+B+Y protocol has a large number of communication
rounds which is due to the high number of A2Y and Y 2A
transformations. Thereby, it performs better than the Y-only
protocol in the local setting, but worse in the cloud setting
with higher network latency. The communication complexity
of both protocols is also similar, which is due to the rem
operation, which is evaluated in Yao sharing and is the main
communication bottleneck.
S

Local
O

T

S

Cloud
O

Y-only

0.9

0.4

1.3

5.8

0.9

6.7

27.1

2

A+B+Y

0.6

0.3

0.9

5.6

29.5

35.1

18.7

353

T

Comm.
[MB]

We implement the sort-compare-shuffle circuit of [37] in
our ABY framework and instantiate it in three versions: a
Yao-only instantiation (Y-only), a Boolean-only instantiation
(B-only), and a mixed-instantiation (B+Y) that evaluates the sort
and compare parts using the Yao sharing and the shuffle part
using the Boolean sharing.2 The Boolean sharing benefits from
the improved evaluation of MUX operations that frequently
occur in the shuffle part of the circuit. The Y-only and B-only
instantiations correspond exactly to the instantiations of [64].

#Msg

TABLE IV: Modular Exponentiation: Setup, Online, and Total
run-times (in s), communication, and number of messages for
the modular exponentiation in Listing 1 on len= 32-bit inputs
and long-term security. Smallest entries marked in bold.

We run all three instantiations in the local and cloud setting
and compare their setup, online, and total run-time as well
as their communication complexity and number of rounds
in Tab. V. The total amount of communication is similar for all
approaches. The Y-only approach has the fastest online time in
the cloud setting, as its lowest number of rounds is beneficial
in networks with high latency. The B-only approach has the
lowest communication complexity and the lowest online- and
total run-time in the local setting. The mixed approach Y+B
is a good balance between the two pure approaches and has
the lowest total run-time in the cloud setting. Note that, for
larger set sizes n, the B-only approach achieves better total
run-time than the Y-only and mixed Y+B approaches in the

B. Private Set Intersection
In the private set intersection application, two parties want
to identify the intersection of their n-element sets, without
revealing the elements that are not contained in the intersection.
Boolean circuits that compute the private set intersection
functionality were described in [37] and evaluated using Yao’s
garbled circuits protocol. For bigger sets with elements of longer
bit-lengths, the sort-compare-shuffle set intersection circuit was
shown to be most efficient; for sets with n `-bit elements this

2 The sort-compare-shuffle circuit uses MUX, CMP, and EQ operations, but
no MUL or ADD operations, so it does not benefit from the Arithmetic sharing.
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Fig. 3: Online time (in µs) and communication (in Bytes) for one atomic operation on ` = 32-bit values in a local and cloud
scenario, averaged over 1 000 sequential / parallel operations using long-term security parameters.

cloud setting as the number of communication rounds increases
only logarithmically in n and the communication dominates
the run-time of the protocols.

S
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Comm.
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7.1
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27

fundamental building block of these protocols is to compute the
squared Euclidean distance between the query and all biometrics
in the database and afterwards determine the minimum value
among these distances. For our experiments we use similar
parameters as [44]: each sample has d = 4 dimensions and
each element is 32-bit long, but we increase the database size
to n = 512 entries. More specifically, we securely
 compute
Pd
Pd
2
2
min
(S
−
C
)
,
·
·
·
,
(S
−
C
)
where P0
i,n
i
i,1
i
i=1
i=1
inputs the database Si,j and P1 inputs the query Ci (cf. [44]).

#Msg

TABLE V: PSI: Setup, Online, and Total run-times (in s),
communication, and number of messages for the Private Set
Intersection application on n = 4 096 elements of length ` =
32-bits and long-term security. Smallest entries marked in bold.

We benchmark four different instantiations: a pure Yaobased variant (Y-only), a pure Boolean-based variant (B-only),
a mixed-protocol that uses Arithmetic sharing for the distance
computation and Yao sharing for the minimum search (A+Y),
and a mixed-instantiation that uses Arithmetic sharing for the
distance computation and Boolean sharing for the minimum
search (A+B). For each instantiation, we give the setup, online,
and total run-time, overall communication, and number of
rounds in the online phase in Tab. VI.

C. Biometric Matching
In privacy-preserving biometric matching applications,
one party wants to determine whether its biometric sample
matches one of several biometric samples that are stored in a
database held by another party. Several protocols for privacypreserving biometric matching have been proposed, e.g., for
face-recognition [29], [35] or fingerprint-matching [10], [39]. A

As expected, the mixed-protocols perform significantly
better than the pure instantiations. The communication of
the mixed-protocols improves over the pure Yao or Boolean
protocols by at least a factor of 20. The mixed-protocol A+Y
12
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3.42

5.0

8

24.07

26.41

4.6

101

conversion overhead, a combination of protocols results only in
small run-time improvements. Future work can implement the
automatic protocol assignment of [44] in our ABY framework
to enable the automatic protocol generation. We see this
combination of the two works as natural, since our performance
benchmarks can replace the performance estimations and our
efficient transformations allow more flexible assignments.

#Msg

TABLE VI: Biometric Identification: Setup, Online, and Total
run-times (in s), communication, and number of messages
for biometric identification on n = 512, ` = 32-bit elements
with dimension d = 4 and long-term security. Smallest entries
marked in bold.

Extension to Malicious Adversaries. Another direction
for future work is to extend ABY to malicious adversaries that
can arbitrarily deviate from the protocol. The combination
of malicious secure computation protocols is a non-trivial
problem, since it is not known how to efficiently convert shares
from one malicious secure computation protocol to another.
One promising direction is to investigate the malicious secure
SPDZ protocol [27], [28], which uses Arithmetic circuits, and
TinyOT [58], which uses Boolean circuits. Both protocols use
information-theoretic MACs to achieve malicious security and
work in the pre-computation model.

has the lowest online and total run-time among all protocols;
its total run-time is faster than Y-only and B-only by at least
factor 7 (in the cloud setting) up to factor 13 (in the local
setting). In comparison, the experiments in [44] showed that
combining homomorphic encryption with Yao in this application
has only slightly faster total run-time than a Yao-only variant
(factor 1.5 for legacy security and factor 1.1 for long-term
security), which shows that using Arithmetic sharing (based
on OTs) is much more efficient than using homomorphic
encryption. The mixed-protocol A+B has the lowest amount
of communication. However, due to its relatively high number
of rounds its online time in the cloud setting is very high.
VII.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we presented the ABY framework, a framework for mixed-protocol secure computation that uses and
advances state-of-the-art techniques and best practices in secure
computation. ABY outperforms existing mixed-protocol frameworks, such as [35], [44], [46], by using more efficient methods
for multiplication (cf. §V-C), faster conversion techniques
between secure computation protocols (cf. §IV), and by batchpre-computing cryptographic operations. We evaluated the
performance of ABY and demonstrated improvements for
several applications including biometric matching (cf. §VI-C).
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APPENDIX A
I N I T I A L I Z AT I O N C O S T S
In Tab. VII we give the initialization costs for the Paillierbased, DGK-based (§III-A4), and OT-based (§III-A5) multiplication triple generation. For Paillier and DGK, these costs
include key generation, key exchange and pre-computations
for fixed-base exponentiations. The key generation (given in
parentheses) has to be done only once by the server, as keys
can be re-used for multiple clients. The key exchange and
fixed-base pre-computation have to be performed per-client.
The depicted values are for ` = 64-bit multiplication triples.
Smaller multiplication triple sizes will result in slightly faster
key generation for DGK. For OT, the initialization costs include
the Naor-Pinkas base-OTs [56], which have to be performed
once between each client and server. Note that the base-OTs
are also required for Boolean and Yao sharing, but only need
to be computed once.
Paillier-based
(§III-A4)
Communication [Bytes]
legacy
384
medium
768
long
1 152
Security Level

DGK-based
(§III-A4)

OT-based
(§III-A5)

392
776
1 160

10 496
29 184
49 920

Local Run-time [ms] (one-time key generation)
legacy
34 (22)
42 (232)
medium
114 (192)
12 (10 868)
long
581 (788)
22 (104 432)

12
62
164

Cloud Run-time [ms] (one-time key generation)
legacy
346 (32)
287 (284)
medium
357 (296)
217 (16 066)
long
754 (1 258) 288 (130 173)

412
657
989

TABLE VII: Initialization costs for homomorphic encryption
and OT-based protocols for different security parameters and
` = 64-bit multiplication triples.
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